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Recent terror attacks, intrusion attempts and criminal activities have necessitated a
transition to modern biometric systems that are capable of identifying suspects in real time.
But real-time biometrics is challenging given the computationally intensive nature of video
processing and the potential occlusions and variations in pose of a subject in an unconstrained
environment. The objective of this dissertation is to utilize the robustness and parallel
computational abilities of a distributed camera network for fast and robust face recognition.
In order to support face recognition using a camera network, a collaborative middle-ware
service is designed that enables the rapid extraction of multi-view face images of multiple
subjects moving through a region. This service exploits the epipolar geometry between cam-
eras to speed up multi view face detection rates. By quickly detecting face images within
the network, labeling the pose of each face image, filtering them based on their suitability
of recognition and transmitting only the resultant images to a base station for recognition,
both the required network bandwidth and centralized processing overhead are reduced. The
performance of the face image acquisition system is evaluated using an embedded camera
network that is deployed in indoor environments that mimic walkways in public places. The
relevance of the acquired images for recognition is evaluated by using a commercial software
for matching acquired probe images. The experimental results demonstrate significant im-
provement in face recognition system performance over traditional systems as well as increase
in multi-view face detection rate over purely image processing based approaches.
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Facial recognition systems have evolved significantly into the most common and reliable
mechanism for establishing identity of individuals in the context of applications such as access
control, identification of criminals in public places. Traditionally these have been applied
for identification from previously acquired photographs, surveillance video tapes that are
mostly under controlled environments. Recent terrorist activities and security threats at
airports have necessitated a transition to modern facial recognition systems that are capable
of identifying suspects in real time. An example scenario is that of raising an alert if any
individual from a watch-list database has been detected in the region being monitored, before
the subject has moved too far away from the region. But real-time human identification is
challenging given the computationally intensive nature of video processing and the potential
occlusions and variations in pose of a subject in an unconstrained environment.
Distributed camera networks are ideally suited for such scenarios because they can be
deployed to provide coverage from different views of a scene, thus providing tolerance against
variable pose, poor illumination and possible occlusions. But realizing such a camera network
based human identification system poses the following challenges. (1) Given the bandwidth
intensive nature of video data originated from a camera, it is essential to perform local
processing within the network before transmitting data to a fusion center. At the same
time, a high frame rate of acquisition is required for robust recognition because there may
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be a small duration when a subjects pose is appropriate for recognition and it is desirable
to acquire these frames. There is no problem when system is designed to operate in off-line
mode based on recorded videos because processing time is not an important factor and all
the samples can be used for identification. Hence there is a critical need for distributed
algorithms that exploit data obtained from multiple views and simultaneously reduce the
processing time and network load.
The objective of this thesis is to support robust face recognition by designing network
algorithms for rapid acquisition of multi-view images using a distributed camera network.
1.2 Thesis contributions
In order to meet the thesis objective I exploit the following two key insights
• In order to balance the trade-off between local processing at each camera and central
computation at the base station, my approach is to use the local resources to perform
face detection and to transmit only face images to the base station, by doing so I
expect significant reduction in network bandwidth utilization as well as centralized
processing overhead in order to maximize the probability of acquiring suitable face
image for recognition. The main idea of this approach is to use a densely deployed
multi camera network that opportunistically acquire frontal face images of a subject
moving through the region covered by the cameras. In order to test the achievable
recognition performance using such an opportunistic face acquisition system I have
designed embedded camera testbed and used this to perform face recognition in an
indoor environments that mimics hallways in public places. Using this set up, overall
network bandwidth utilization can be saved up to 90% by transmitting only face images
and it is possible to acquire at least one good face image which is suitable for robust
face recognition.
• In unconstrained environments it is not always possible to obtain high quality frontal
face images for face recognition. Under such circumstances, non frontal face images
acquired from a camera network can be used to improve confidence of face recognition.
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Recent studies[1, 2, 3, 4, 5] have shown that non frontal views and partial views can
be used for reliable face recognition, but acquiring multi-view face images in real time
is a challenging problem due to computational complexity and diversity in appear-
ance of face images[6]. In this thesis I have designed a collaborative multi-view face
acquisition service that uses the geometry of multi-camera network to collaboratively
acquire frontal and non-frontal face images in real-time while maintaining high acqui-
sition rate.
The Main idea of the approach is to utilize the multi-view camera geometry
and inter camera communication to reduce the computational overhead involved in
multi-view face detection. An overview of our approach is as follows: We first train
face detectors based on Haar-like features [7, 8] for each pose class that is required
to be detected and then run a frontal-face detector on each camera in the network.
Whenever a frontal face has been detected on any camera, say Cf , it broadcasts a
notification to other cameras to narrow down their search to the region surrounding
the epipolar line corresponding to the point where the frontal face is detected in Cf .
By applying a pose-specific face detector on this much smaller region in the image, the
cameras are able to quickly extract non-frontal face images and simultaneously index
these faces into the corresponding face pose. Using this approach, it is possible to
detect non-frontal faces at almost the same rate as for frontal faces. This system is
easy to setup, does not require camera calibration and only depends on fundamental
matrices of transformation between camera pairs.
• In order to evaluate the above face acquisition service in real time I have designed a
portable embedded camera network testbed. This testbed consists a set of embedded
cameras, and each camera assembled using Logitech pro 9000 web camera for imaging,
802.11 based wireless card for communication and ARM or Intel atom processor based
embedded system for local processing. I have designed software that allows the cameras
to automatically self configure in the network and to transmit data to base station for
recognition and it also allows the remote programming of individual camera from the
base station thus providing flexible and convenient framework. I have also integrated
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embedded camera with a create iRobot platform thus yielding mobile camera platform.
In this thesis I have used this testbed in the context of face recognition but in general it
can be used for any event surveillance applications. The testbed provides foundational
infrastructure for camera networks based biometric and surveillance research and I
also expect that this testbed will provide hands on experience for the students in the
department.
1.3 Thesis Outline
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. The chapter 2 discusses background
information and related work. Chapter 3 describes opportunistic frontal face acquisition
system and chapter 4 describes collaborative multi-view face acquisition system. The chapter
5 concludes this thesis and provides directions for the future work.
5Chapter 2
Background information and Related
work
In the past decade, significant advances have taken place in the design of biometric sys-
tems that establish human identity based on physiological and behavioral characteristics
such as face, iris, finger prints, voice, key stroke, gait and ear. In comparison with other
modalities, human identification systems based on face and soft biometric features are more
relevant in the context of unconstrained scenarios since they can be collected without knowl-
edge or co-operation of a subject. This thesis primarily focuses on the use of a distributed
camera network for human identification based on the face biometric, although methods
developed in this thesis are also applicable for acquiring other soft biometric data and using
these to support (and augment the accuracy of) identification based on the face biometric.
2.1 Background information
The operation of a facial recognition system can be broadly divided into two subsystems:
1. Face detection and 2. Face recognition.
• Face detection: A face detector is used to detect and extract face images present in
an image. Face detection in an unconstrained environment considered as a challenging
problem due to the following reasons:
Change of scale and pose: A face may appear in different poses because of in-plane
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Figure 2.1: Face recognition system
.
and out of plane rotation w.r.t to the camera optical axis and the size of a face varies
with user distance from the camera.
Expressions of face: Facial expressions such as laughing, talking cause significant
variations in facial appearance.
Illumination and background complexity: Illumination variations and cluttered
background environment also pose challenges to detection algorithms.
Occlusions: In real time, face images can be occluded by other people or objects in
the scene.
• Face recognition: The face recognition subsystem first normalizes and aligns a probe
face image, and then performs matching with the pre-acquired gallery database to
determine the identity of the probe image. It establishes identity based on a similarity
score between probe and gallery images. A face recognition algorithm must be robust
to face variations due to pose, expression, resolution and resolution.
A distributed camera network can alleviate challenges posed by face detection in an uncon-
strained environment due to the redundancy offered by multiple views which can provide
robustness against occlusions, variations in pose and illumination. However, such a multi-
camera setup also poses some challenges. The amount of data generated by multiple cameras
can be too large to be transmitted and processed at a single location. If every frame captured
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by a camera is processed in a central location for face recognition, the system is unlikely to
be capable of operating in real time. Therefore, local processing is needed prior to invoking
the services of a fusion center. On the other hand, the local processing units are likely to be
resource-constrained in order to be cost-efficient; further, too much of local processing will
increase the overall recognition time. Hence, a balance between local processing capabilities
and centralized fusion is needed. To achieve this balance, this work proposes the use of the
multi-camera network to collaboratively acquire multi-view face images at a fast rate and
the use of the central location (hereby referred to as base station) to perform matching of
the opportunistically acquired probe images.
2.1.1 Related work on multi-view face detection
The goal of face detection is to determine whether a face exists in a given image or
not, and to return the coordinates of the face if a face exists. In the last few years several
face detection techniques have been proposed to detect faces in images. Image based face
detection algorithms can be broadly classified into four categories [9]:
• Knowledge-based methods: These methods utilize a set of rules framed by the
algorithm designer based on intuition of facial appearance to detect a face in an image.
Kotropoulos and Pitas[10] et al. proposed a rule based face detection and it uses
projection method to localize the facial features. Yang and Huang[11] et al. proposed
hierarchical knowledge-based face detection method to localize face in an image and in
this method set of rules are categorized into three levels to reduce the computational
complexity. At the highest level general facial features such as uniform intensity regions
and at the lowest level features such as eyes, nose and mouth regions are searched for
candidate’s face. These techniques are suitable for single face and simple background
scenario.
• Feature invariant methods: These methods make use of facial features which are
invariant to illumination and pose to localize the face in a given input image. In
[12, 13] morphological and edge detection operations have been performed to extract
facial features such as hair line, eyebrows, and mouth. The relation between extracted
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features studied to determine the existence of face. Even though these methods are
robust to illumination they suffer from image noise and occlusion of facial features.
• Template matching methods: These methods utilize predefined face and facial
feature templates for face detection. Sakai[14] used face contour and eyes template
to model a face. In order to detect a face in an image, the image is scanned by a
small window and correlation between the window region of an image and face contour
template is computed to determine the regions which are likely to contain a face. Then
eye and mouth templates are applied to detect a face. These methods are suitable for
images which contain fixed size face images.
• Appearance-based methods: Appearance-based methods have shown superior per-
formance over the above methods in terms of accuracy and computational speed. These
techniques utilize machine learning algorithms and probabilistic models to build a clas-
sifier from a training dataset. In [15][16][17] authors proposed artificial neural network
architectures for frontal face detection. To detect a face, neural networks are trained
with positive and negative images to adjust the weights of nodes. Osuna et. al devel-
oped an efficient support vector machines training technique(SVM) and successfully
applied it to detect frontal faces in gray level images. Support vector machine is a
linear classifier and in the training phase optimal hyperplane computed to separate
the face and non-face classes. Yang [18] used Sparse Network of Winnows learning
architecture to localize faces with different face expressions and under different illumi-
nation conditions. Their method has shown improved face detection rate over SVM
and neural network techniques but suffers from more false positive rate. In [7] Viola
and Jones proposed rapid object detection using haar-like features to detect faces in
images. It has been considered as a state of art algorithm till today, since it can able
to detect faces rapidly while maintaining the accuracy.
The above techniques are proposed to detect frontal face images, but in real time 75%
of face images are reported to be non-frontal. In the next section we discuss about various
approaches towards multi-view face detection. Multi-view face detection techniques are
broadly classified into two categories:
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Figure 2.2: Classifier structures for multi-view face detection: Each circle indicates
a classifier. The solid arrows are pass route, and the dashed arrows are reject route. (a)
Parallel cascade, (b) Detector-pyramid, (c) Decision tree I, (d) Decision tree II
.
Image based approaches
Image based approaches are further classified into four categories based on classifiers
arrangement in a detector:
• Parallel cascade structure: In [19] Huang et al. extended Viola and Jones frame
work for multi-view face detection by training haar cascade classifier corresponding to
each pose. In this method image sub window passes through all view based detectors
as shown in figure. 2.2 and all classifiers results are combined to detect a face. This
approach shows good performance but fails to perform in real time beacause all pose
detectors are applied sequentially in order to search for a face in given sub window.
• Pyramid structure: In [20] Li proposed a pyramid structure to detect faces as shown
in figure. 2.2. Their method uses hierarchical classifiers . First level is used to detect
faces and non face patterns, second level to handle in-plane rotations (-90 to +90) and
the third level is used to detect specific pose of a face. This technique shows good
performance over parallel cascade structure.
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• Decision tree structure - I: In [21] Viola and Jones extended their frame work in
[7] for multi-view face detection. Their work uses decision tree structure - I as shown
in figure. 2.2 to detect faces. The classifier in the early stages estimates the face pose
and then applies pose specific classifier to detect a face in a sub-window. This method
is robust and accurate but it results in false negatives since if the pose of a test image
is misclassified whole detection process goes wrong.
• Decision tree structure - II: To overcome the problem in the above approach [21],
Huang et al. [22] used vector boosting technique to build a decision tree classifier.
In their approach each node computes determinative vector G(x) to determine sub
branches in a next level, to pass test image for face detection. In this approach output
of multiple branch classifiers are fused to take a decision instead of considering an
output from a single branch.
Video based approaches
To improve detection speed associated with the image based approaches video based
techniques have been proposed in [23, 24]. In this approach, first face is detected and then it
is tracked continuously in subsequent frames. These approaches work well for few subjects
in a frame and tracking becomes complex when multiple people are present in a frame.
All of the above approaches use a video or image from a single camera for face
detection and takes significant amount of time for detection. In contrast, the collaborative
face acquisition framework proposed in this thesis exploits the multi-view geometry between
cameras to acquire multi-view face images rapidly and accurately.
2.2 Other related work
Early surveillance systems [25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31] are centralized, in which cameras
acquire the data and send the whole data to a server for face detection and recognition. This
approach takes significant amount of bandwidth which in turn increases network congestion
and load on the server. Thus system performance deteriorates as the number of cameras
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increase in the network. In contrast, video analytic systems [32]are used for surveillance pur-
poses and these systems employ a camera and dedicated hardware to acquire and perform
face recognition task locally to overcome network problems. But these systems are incur
heavy costs and do not collaborate with neighboring cameras to increase the performance
of the system which is the focus of this thesis. In recent years, a number of different pro-
totypical camera network systems have been developed to acquire face images in real time
for recognition. However, face recognition imposes stringer requirements on the quality of
acquired face images and therefore the use of a camera network for face recognition is much
more challenging. To counter this challenge, many active vision based network systems have
been proposed [33, 34, 35] for face recognition. These systems use master-slave architecture
in which combination of a fixed camera and a pan-tilt-zoom(PTZ) cameras are used to cover
an assigned target area. In the above architecture fixed cameras continuously track the
subjects and actively controls the PTZ camera to get a close up view of assigned subject.
Each PTZ camera is typically assigned to acquire face images of a single subject at a time
and configured continuously to cover multiple subjects in the scene. As a result, only short
amount of time can be allocated to each subject and successful acquisition of suitable face
images is contingent upon the subject retaining a suitable face pose while a camera is being
configured. Also for reasons of scalability, typically a single camera is allocated per subject,
thereby not utilizing the multiple views offered by the network to improve the chances of ac-
quiring high quality face image. Instead of continuously tracking a subject at close quarters
to eventually get a good view that is suitable for face recognition, the proposed approach
relies on redundancy offered by multiple camera views to opportunistically acquire a suitable
face image for identification.
Camera networks have been used for passive tracking of individuals to monitor their
activities [25, 26, 27, 28]. Different techniques have been proposed to deal with overlapping
field of views, handling occlusions and facilitating camera hand-offs in the context of track-
ing. There has also been research on deployment of camera networks to guarantee persistent
surveillance as an object moves from one field of view to another. Above approaches uti-
lize overlapping views to track the subject successfully but none of them used multi-view
geometry to acquire face images. The proposed approach addresses the new frame work to
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Opportunustic face acquisition system
This section discusses the design of network infrastructure for face acquisition in real
time and then describes software implementation for the same.
3.1 System model
The system that we consider in this project consists of a long linear network of embedded
cameras deployed along both sides of a secured passageway such as an aisle or a corridor.
Such a deployment models secured walkways at indoor public places. The embedded cameras
are connected wireless to a central server either through one hop or multiple hops. As one
or more human subjects walk through the network, cameras capture images of the subject
under possibly different poses, resolution and even illumination. The requirement is for the
subject to be recognized with high confidence using the series of images captured within the
camera network. The system is subject to failures of individual units and occlusion effects.
In this chapter, we specifically focus on the problem of distributed face recognition when a
single person is within the camera network at any given time. Extending this to a multi-
person recognition system is a subject of our future work. Note that the cameras that we
place along the sides are passive cameras and do not track a subject upon detection. Instead
we rely on opportunistically collected images from a dense set of cameras for identification.
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3.1.1 Assembly of camera platform
For object detection and recognition on an embedded smart camera system, algorithms
have to be adapted and tailored to meet real-time constraints and environmental restrictions
without significant loss in robustness and performance. The first challenge is the identifica-
tion of an appropriate embedded platform. A number of different prototypical smart camera
units have been developed [36, 37, 38] in recent years. Fundamentally, these units possess an
ARM or XScale class processor with a speed of around 400MHz along with a video capture
unit. As a representative choice for these platforms, we evaluated the Intel imote2 platform
for face recognition. While we were able to perform activities like edge detection on an image
in the order of a few milliseconds, operations for face detection can be far more computa-
tionally intensive and required about 15-20 seconds on this platform. Moreover, the image
quality obtained using the on-board multimedia unit was not sufficient for face recognition.
In order to suit real-time face recognition, we assembled a smart camera platform using off-
the-shelf components. The requirements include flexibility with respect to choice of cameras,
networking capability, and availability of a DSP in case heavy computations are needed.
Figure 3.1: Smart camera unit: Assembled using a Beagleboard, Logitech 9000 camera and
a 802.11 wireless card
For the experiments described in this paper, we use the OMAP3 processor based Bea-
gleBoard [39] as our smart camera unit. The BeagleBoard is based on TI’s OMAP3530 pro-
cessor. Along with a 600MHz Cortex-A8 core, the OMAP3530 integrates TI’s TMS320C64x
core, a high-end DSP (digital signal processor) clocked at 430MHz. The processor supports
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Linux operating system and can be integrated with off-the-shelf USB enabled cameras gen-
erating medium or high resolution images. For our experiments we use the Logitech 9000
camera. While currently we use an 802.11 based wireless card, we can easily replace this with
a low power wireless network using IEEE 802.15.4 enabled transceiver. Thus the assembled
system provides us with flexibility with respect to camera as well as radio platforms. The
assembled platform can be powered by a 5V battery or external AC power.
Figure 3.2: Schematics for network based face recognition
3.1.2 Assembly of multi-camera network
Next, we assemble a camera network using the above platform. Individual units are
portable and self-configured into a programmable network that is attached to a centralized
server. Figure 3.2 shows a schematic of the camera network for face recognition as described
in this paper. Seven cameras are placed at a height of 6.5 feet from the ground with a 9
feet spacing long a length of 40 feet. In this work, we specifically consider the case where
the cameras are placed at a height of 6.5 feet and are therefore able to acquire facial images
that are frontal or side view. Using overhead or ceiling placed cameras for face recognition
is beyond the scope of this work.
We do not use camera calibration information for face recognition. Therefore, the cameras
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Figure 3.3: (Top) Deployment of smart camera network with 7 cameras for face recognition
experiments. (Bottom) close-up view of individual camera; cameras deployed on 6.5 feet
lamp posts
do not have to be tightly calibrated, thereby allowing approximate alignment and simplifying
the deployment. The cameras are deployed facing the covered area but angled toward the
direction of the entrance at angle of 30 degrees to be able to acquire frontal face images when
the subject is staring at the direction of the exit. This is highlighted in Figure 3.2. The
individual camera units can be programmed at run time. The cameras form a 1-hop network,
but can be extended to form a multi-hop network. Figure 3.3 shows the deployment of our
actual camera network for face recognition. The cost of an individual embedded camera unit
along with accessories was $200 and thus the total system cost for our 7 camera network is
$1400. We expect that with mass production of individual micro-controller boards, the cost
will be significantly lower than this.
3.1.3 Software implementation
The software for face recognition is implemented over multiple devices: on the embedded
devices and on the centralized PC. The objectives behind our distributed implementation are
to reduce data transfer rates to the centralized processing unit and to exploit the redundancy
offered by the network. On the embedded devices, we first implement an activity detector
which is activated whenever a significant scene change is observed in consequent frames.
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This event triggers a face detector algorithm which determines if any frontal views of faces
are present in the frame. A simple Haar cascade based face detector is implemented on the
individual units. By computing only relative changes from a static background, the time
required for face detection is significantly reduced. The captured images are scaled down
to 320 x 240 pixels before transmitting them to the face detector module and this results
in significant reduction in processing time while retaining the accuracy of face detection.
We use an OpenCV based implementation of the Haar Cascade detector that is tuned to
extract face segments that can be used for frontal face recognition. By virtue of the Haar
Cascade detector (that is designed based on a set of training images), faces of small size,
poor pose, illumination and resolution are filtered out. We specify a size of 22 x 22 as the
minimum dimension for a detected face. The detected and extracted image sections are then
transmitted to the central unit. This local processing serves to drastically cut down the data
rate of transfer to the central unit. Moreover, by limiting the number of cropped images
transmitted to the central unit, the computations that are to be performed by the central
server are significantly reduced.
Figure 3.4: Images that did not qualify for transmission to the base station due to: Bad
pose (top); motion blur (middle); poor illumination (bottom)
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3.2 Performance evaluation
3.2.1 Experiment setup
On the central unit, we use the redundant images provided by the embedded devices
to perform face recognition. Commercial software such as Verilook or Identix G-6 can be
used for this purpose. We use the L1 Identix software. Note that we have chosen to select
only frontal face images for recognition. However, by expanding the training set for the
Haar Cascade classifier to include side facial images, the filtering operation can be redefined.
In order to evaluate the performance of the distributed face recognition system, we had 29
subjects walk through the network covering 40 feet in 9-10 seconds at a speed of about 2.75
mph. Some subjects were instructed to gaze at an arbitrary direction and walk whilst looking
in that direction. This simulates the effect of people staring at something of interest along a
secured passageway. Another set of subjects were instructed to move their faces arbitrarily
even while walking. The camera network extracts filtered probe images and transmits them
to the base station (i.e., the central PC). For each subject, 5 gallery images were recorded
prior to the experiment under well illuminated and controlled settings. The probe images
are not likely to be of the same quality. The subject gallery images are mixed with a set
of 71 other subjects (5 images per subject) taken from the WVU Multi-biometric database.
Each transmitted probe image is compared against each of the 500 gallery images and a
match score is generated for each comparison. Let p1, p2, . . . , pn be the n probe images




, . . . , gim be
the m gallery images corresponding to identity i in the gallery database. If sik,l is the match
score generated by comparing pk with g
i
l , then the fused score corresponding to this identity
is computed as,
Sip = max{sk,l}k=1...n,l=1...m.
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i.e., the gallery identity with the highest score is deemed to be the identity of the probe
image.
During the process of filtering images prior to transmission to the base station, we apply
a predetermined threshold on the resolution of a face image and the blur factor to discard
frames. These thresholds are estimated based on an off-line analysis of the impact of different
quality images on the match scores. If blurred and poor resolution images were to be
transmitted to the base station, it will result in excessive processing time at the base station
without adding value to the fusion. Fig. 3.4 shows example face images that were dropped
due to poor pose, resolution and illumination respectively.
3.2.2 Results
Using the above experimental setup, we now describe both the network performance as
well as the performance of face recognition in terms of accuracy and latency.
Network performance
Table 3.1 lists the time taken by individual camera units for various operations on the
embedded camera. From the table we note the following. By using the background sub-
tracted image for face detection, we cut down the processing time from 1.9 seconds to less
than 500 ms. We save 90% of the bandwidth on each transmitted frame by extracting only
the face portion of the image. Further, by transmitting only a small subset of frames we
reduce the network level to a significantly low value thereby eliminating the probability of
congestion at a central unit. By utilizing only the ARM processor, we are able to achieve
about 1.5 frames per second when face detection is being performed and 8fps when no face
recognition is performed. Transferring images from the ARM to the DSP requires significant
memory transfer time and is therefore not deemed as practical for improving the speed of
operations. However, if the cameras were directly interfaced to the DSP for image processing
and only the network operations were handled by the ARM processor, the frame rates could
be significantly enhanced. This requires porting of the face detector to the DSP and we are
currently working on this implementation.
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Operation Time
Camera Initialization 100ms
Frame capture time (960 by 720) 35ms
Background subtraction 70ms
face detection (entire image) 1200ms
Face detection (segmented image) 470ms
Table 3.1: Time taken for various processing operations on the assembled smart camera
platform
Figure 3.5: Achieved Frame rate vs Capture resolution
Figure 3.5 shows the average frame rate at different face capture resolutions. Increasing
resolution requires more processing time but is likely to yield better recognition accuracies.
In our experiments, we choose a resolution of 960 x 720 and notice that it is sufficient
for accurate face recognition under our current deployment scenario where cameras capture
images at a distance of about 10 feet.
Face recognition performance
In Fig. 3.6 This section provides the details of the performance of the face recognition
system as the number of cameras is varied. The figure shows the performance corresponding
to rank 1, i.e., only when the top match from the gallery is considered. With all the seven
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cameras, we are able to achieve perfect recognition rate since all subjects are classified
accurately. We then determine the accuracy when one camera fails. From our collected data
we identify the camera that collected the most number of probes and in the figure we show
the worst performance when that camera is assumed to have. We notice that the system is
able to tolerate individual failures. We also see that when the system contains only one or
two cameras, the recognition performance is rather poor.
Figure 3.6: Correct recognition rate vs number of available cameras
In Figure 3.7, we show the ROC curves with different number of cameras in the system.
We notice that we are able to achieve the good performance when all cameras are present
and when one camera has failed.
Note that Fig. 3.7 represents a closed set analysis where the subject is always assumed
to be present in the database and therefore a rank-1 evaluation suffices.
Real time capability
A single score generation on a 2.0GHz PC running face recognition software takes about
0.5 seconds. Thus by reducing the number of potential images transmitted to the base
station, we are able to significantly reduce the processing time for face recognition. Now
consider the case when the system is required to determine if the probe face is one among
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Figure 3.7: ROC curve of distributed face recognition system with different number of cam-
eras activated
a small set of potential suspects. On average about 8 probe images are identified by our
system per subject while passing through the network. Thus, if the number of gallery images
is small then we can achieve face recognition in a few seconds after the subject has moved
only a few meters. We note that if the cameras exchange quality information of the images
collected and are able to identify the smallest subset likely to yield accurate face recognition,





In this chapter we discuss in detail about our network service for collaborative acquisi-
tion of multi-view face image. We describe system in two parts 1. System Model 2. system
Operation
4.1 System model
Collaborative face acquisition system consists of a network of Nc cameras with overlap-
ping views that all are focused on a critical region such as entrances to public places and
narrow corridors or walkways. The allowable distances between the cameras and the height
of deployment will depend on the parameters of the cameras used for the system. For exam-
ple if pan, tilt and zoom cameras are used, the cameras could be physically distant from the
region and set to focus on the critical region. If fixed focal length, and low resolution cameras
such as Logitech web cameras are used, they will have to be closer together. However, we
do require that the cameras are able to acquire facial images that are either frontal view or
side view (but not top view). For our specific experimental setting, we use a network of 3
cameras located along an arc of radius 10 feet. The cameras are deployed on tripods at a
height of 7 feet from the ground with their principal axes parallel to the horizontal plane










by camera C 1
Figure 4.1: Our experimental deployment of 3 cameras. The cameras are deployed along an
arc of radius 10 feet with a separation of 6 feet between the cameras along the arc as shown.
The angles made by the principal axes of cameras C2 and C3 with that of camera C1 are
40o and 80o respectively. The cameras are deployed on tripods at a height of 7 feet from
the ground. All cameras run a frontal face detector. When a frontal face is detected on any
camera, a notification is broadcast to other cameras.
and with a separation of 6 feet between the cameras along the arc as shown in Fig. 4.1.
The angles made by the principal axes of cameras C2 and C3 with that of camera C1 are
40o and 80o respectively. We arrange cameras in a specific configuration, which provides
maximum variation between face poses so relative orientations between the cameras (the
angles between principal axes of each pair of cameras) are assumed to be known. We assume
that a clock synchronization algorithm is running on the nodes but we note that the clocks
of any two nodes may not be in perfect synchronization at any time instant. Let ts denote
the maximum clock synchronization error between any pair of cameras in milliseconds. This
implies that the local clocks of any two cameras in network can be out of synchronization at
most ts apart. The cameras are connected wirelessly to a fusion center where the transmit-
ted face images are collected and may be used for face recognition. Our goal is to acquire
face images corresponding to the following poses: frontal, left (or right) profile, partial left
(or partial right) profile using camera network to improve the overall performance rate of
surveillance system. We use the yaw angle (that measures the rotation of a face image along
the vertical axis) to define front, profile and partial profile faces (illustrated in Fig. 4.2). We
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Figure 4.2: We classify faces into front, profile and partial profile based on the yaw angles
define a face image of a subject acquired by a camera to be frontal if the yaw angle made by
the subject’s pose ranges from −30o to 30o. We define a face image of a subject acquired by
a camera to be partial left (partial right) profile if the yaw angle made by the the subject’s
pose ranges from −30o to −60o (30o to 60o). We define a face image of a subject acquired by
a camera to be left (right) profile if the yaw angle made by the subject’s pose ranges from
−60o to −120o (60o to 120o). We have used the term side face to denote any non-frontal
pose of the face.
4.1.1 Epipolar geometry
When two cameras observe a same point X(x,y,z) in 3D space, then the corresponding
imaged points in two camera views are projectively equivalent and denoted as x, x′. Epipolar
geometry is used to describe projective mapping between the points x, x′, which is indepen-
dent of scene structure, camera internal parameters and relative pose. Epipolar geometry
reduces corresponding point search space from 2D image to 1D epipolar line since point x in
one camera is constrained to lie on a epipolar line l′ in the other image. Fundamental matrix
is used to compute projective mapping between uncalibrated views and it is an algebraic
representation of a epipolar geometry [40]. Properties of the Fundamental matrix given as:
• Epipolar constraint between corresponding points of two images of given as
x′T Fx = 0 (4.1)
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Figure 4.3: Point correspondence: The two cameras are indicated by their centers C and
C ′ and image planes. The camera centers, 3-D space point X, and its image points x and x′
lie in a common plane
• For any point in one view, the corresponding epipolar line in another view given as
l′ = Fx (4.2)
• The relation between epipole and fundamental matrix given as
Fe = 0 (4.3)
Fundamental matrix computation:
Fundamental matrix is a 3x3 matrix of rank 2 and its computed based on corresponding
image points between images and independent of camera calibration and camera internal
parameters. Several techniques have been proposed to compute the F, but normalized-8
point algorithm has shown superior performance since input data normalized before solving
linear equations for F.
• Compute the feature points in an image using scale invariant feature transform[41],
because common feature points in both images can be used to find the projective
transformation between two views.
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• Use RANSAC algorithm to find the inliers, here inliers implies corresponding feature
points in both images. Use 8-point algorithm method a fitting function for RANSAC
to find matching feature points.
• Use normalized 8-point algorithm to find the fundamental matrix transformation be-
tween two views for a given set of matching features in two images.
4.2 System operation
In this section we discuss in detail about system that we use for multi-view face detection
in real time. In camera network each embedded camera performs same operation and the
operations performed on the embedded cameras are classified into the following four threads.
The implementation has been illustrated with a pseudo-code in Fig. 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: Pseudo-code for operations on each embedded camera. each node executes 4
threads: capture, frontal face detection, message listening and side-face detection. The
capture thread samples images at F fps and queues them in Bff . The frontal face detection
thread dequeues frames from Bff and applies frontal face detector on background subtracted
images. If a face is detected, a notification is broadcast to other cameras, otherwise the
background subtracted frame is stored in Bsf . The message listening thread queues any
incoming message into Q. The side-face detection thread dequeues messages fromQ, retrieves
the synchronous frame corresponding to the message from Bsf and performs the side-face
detection procedure.
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4.2.1 Capture
The capture thread acquires images of the scene at F fps and queues them into Bff




individual cameras to capture images whenever the local clock value is a multiple of tf , and
if there is any delay in capturing due to camera hardware then we encode timestamp value
to closet multiple of tf from the time of capture. The timestamp of frame x is defined as the
time of capture of frame x and denoted as t(x). Also, we call frames x and y captured in
two different cameras to be synchronous if t(x) = t(y). Each image acquired by the capture
thread is stored in buffer Bff along with its timestamp. Let |Bff | denote the maximum
number of such images that can be stored in buffer Bff . Also, recall that there could be a
maximum clock synchronization error of ts time units between cameras. Due to both these
reasons, images acquired by different cameras in the network with the same timestamp may
not correspond to the same global time.
4.2.2 Frontal face detection
The frontal face detection thread dequeues the oldest frame from Bff to detect if a frontal
face exists in the image. To detect frontal faces, it first perform background subtraction
on an acquired frame. We consider initial set of frames to model the background based
on median filtering and apply a threshold based differencing with respect to this image.
Next, we apply morphological filters such as dilation and erosion to remove noisy pixels
in background subtracted image and we use connected components labeling to find blob
regions, where a face image could be present. We then apply an OpenCV implementation
of the Haar Cascade based face detector [7] in each of the estimated foreground blobs. If
a frontal face has been detected in a frame x, a notification message M(c(x), t(x), w(x)) is
broadcast to all other cameras in the system, specifying the frame time t(x), the location of
the center of the face c(x) and the width w(x) of the bounding square around the detected
face. If a frontal face is not detected, the background subtracted image is stored in side face
buffer Bsf . Let |Bsf | denote the maximum number of such background subtracted images
that can be stored in buffer Bsf .
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4.2.3 Message listening
Each camera runs a server thread to listen messages from neighboring cameras upon
receiving a message M(c(x), t(x), w(x)) from another camera, the message listening thread
simply queues the message in a buffer Q with maximum number of elements denoted by |Q|.
4.2.4 Side face detection
The side face detection thread retrieves messages from Q one at a time for side face
detection. The timestamp t(x) in the message M is used to retrieve the frame y in the buffer
Bsf whose timestamp t(y) is equal to the time t(x) corresponding to frame x. Frame y is
then removed from the buffer Bsf and a side-face detection procedure is run on frame y.
We use epipolar geometry to detect the side face in the frame y: if two cameras C1 and C2
observe the same scene point W (X, Y, Z) and if the image point corresponding to W in C1
is P1(x, y), then the image point P2(x, y) corresponding to W in C2 must lie on the epipolar
line corresponding to P1(x, y) [42]. The fundamental matrix is an algebraic representation
of this epipolar geometry. Given the fundamental matrix F12 between cameras C1 and C2,
the relation between P1 and P2 is given by the following equation:
P ′
2
F12P1 = 0 (4.4)
The epipolar line corresponding to point P1 in camera C2 is described by:
l2 = F12P1 (4.5)
For our experimental setting, we compute the fundamental matrices between each pair
of cameras off-line by using SIFT features for finding corresponding points, estimating the
matrices using the normalized 8-point algorithm and then using RANSAC [43] to remove
outliers from the detected keypoints [42]. We provide the fundamental matrices to the
cameras before the experiments. Using the fundamental matrix Frs we project the point c(x)
(the centroid of the frontal face detected) to a corresponding epipolar line in the synchronous
frame y of the camera receiving the message (Fig. 4.5). We then determine the segment of
the epipolar line that intersects with the background subtracted image retrieved from Bsf
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Figure 4.5: Using camera network geometry for side face detection. When a frontal face is
detected on any camera, a notification is broadcast to other cameras specifying the center of
the detected face. Epipolar geometry is used to project this point to a corresponding epipolar
line (shown as AB) in the other cameras. The other cameras apply a pose-specific side-face
detector in a small region surrounding the segment of the epipolar line that intersects with
the background subtracted image.
and extract a square block of size W × W pixels around the center of this segment, where
W is set to be equal to the width of the detected frontal face image. Based on the relative
camera orientations, we determine the expected pose of a side face and apply the side-face
detector corresponding to the particular pose class on the extracted square block. For our
experiments, we have trained face detectors for the left partial profile and left profile faces
using an OpenCV implementation of the method described in [8]. To detect right partial
profile and right profile faces, we apply the same detectors on the mirror images of the block.
4.2.5 Buffer management
Let tnd denote the maximum network delay incurred between transmission and reception
of a notification message. Let tff and tsf denote the processing times for frontal face detection
and side face detection respectively. In this section, we analyze requirements on |Bsf | to
ensure that synchronous frames always exist in the respective buffer Bsf of a camera when
a notification message is being processed. We also analyze impact of tnd, ts, tff , tsf and tf
on the expected number of frontal face and side face images that can be processed. For ease
of presentation, we divide our analysis into the following cases.
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R1: tnd = 0, ts = 0, tsf + tff < tf In this case both the side-face and frontal-face processing
can be finished before a new frame is sampled. Moreover the network delay is 0. Hence we
only need to set |Bff | = 1, |Bsf | = 1 and |Q| = 1. The expected number of frontal (Nff )










R2: tnd > 0, ts > 0, tsf + tff < tf In this case also, a camera can finish both frontal and
side-face processing before a new frame is sampled. But since tnd > 0, any message retrieved
from Q will have a timestamp that is old by at most tnd+ tff (since it takes at most tff time
for frontal face processing). Moreover, if ts > 0 and the camera detecting the frontal face
lags behind any side face processing camera by ts units, then the message retrieved from Q
could have a timestamp that is old by at most tnd + tff + ts. Therefore, in order to be able
to retrieve a frame from Bsf corresponding to the timestamp of the incoming message, the
condition on |Bsf | is given by the following equation.
|Bsf | >
tnd + tff + ts
tf
(4.8)
Note that if the camera detecting the frontal face is ahead of the other cameras by ts
units and if ts > tnd + tff , then the frame corresponding to the timestamp in the incoming
message will not be found in the side face processing cameras. The clocks in the side-face
processing cameras in this case have not reached the clock value in the frontal face processing
camera. In this case, the image with the most recent timestamp in Bsf is used for performing
side-face detection. Thus we see that the clock synchronization error between cameras causes
the processing of side-faces to occur on frames that are apart by at most ts time units.
The expected number of frontal (Nff ) and non-frontal (Nsf) faces that can be detected
by a camera over a time T remain unchanged from case R1 and are given by Eq. 4.6 and
Eq. 4.7 respectively.
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R3: tnd > 0, ts > 0, tff > tf In this case, the frontal face processing time is greater than
tf . The side-face processing time tsf can be greater or smaller than tf . However, since each
side-face processing camera also runs a frontal face detector, the average time to process each
message from Q is tsf + tff which is greater than tf . Therefore, new frames will be captured
into Bff and new messages can arrive in Q before the earlier ones are processed. Now, if
we assume that the system will always remain active (in other words, there will be a human
subject in the scene at all times), then even if we buffer frames in Bff and Q, there will be
no idle time to process these frames. We can therefore set |Bff | = 1, and |Q| = 1. Thus the
frames cannot be processed at the sampling rate and only the most recently acquired frame
and most recently received message are queued in Bff and Q respectively.
We now determine the size of Bsf required so that for any frame in which a frontal face
has been detected, we can find the corresponding synchronous frame in Bsf . We note that
|Q| = 1 and the maximum time before which this message is retrieved by a camera for
detecting non-frontal faces is bounded by tff + tsf . Now from the discussion in case R2, we
note that the timestamp in the message that is retrieved is old by tnd + tff + ts. So, the
required size of buffer Bsf is determined by the following equation.
|Bsf | >
2tff + tsf + tnd
tf
(4.9)
The expected number of frontal (Nff ) and non-frontal (Nsf) faces that can be detected
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4.3 Performance evaluation
4.3.1 Experimental setup
In order to evaluate the performance of our data acquisition system, we implement it
on a 3 node embedded camera network (schematics shown in Fig. 4.1). We assemble an
embedded camera using a Logitech 9000 camera, a 1.6 GHz Intel Atom 230 processor based
motherboard from Acer [] and an IEEE 802.11 based wireless card. We consider one human
subject in the scene at a time. Each subject stands at a distance of approximately 10 feet
from the cameras (close to the center of the arc) facing any one of the 3 cameras. Note that,
if the subject is facing camera C1 as shown in Fig. 4.1, then the pose estimated by camera
C2 and C3 are right partial profile and right profile respectively. We have tested the system
with 10 different subjects with approximately 15 minutes of data collected for each subject.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.6: Example face images detected by our acquisition service. The white rectangles
indicate the box enclosing the detected faces in each pose. Face images in each column are
extracted from synchronous frames in the three cameras. (a) Images acquired with subjects
facing C2: (Top) Frontal face (Middle) Left partial profile face (Bottom) Right partial profile
face. (b) Images acquired with subjects facing C1: (Top) Frontal face (Middle) Right partial
profile face (Bottom) Right profile face.
We use the Network Time Protocol (NTP) [44] for achieving clock synchronization be-
tween nodes and empirically observe a synchronization error of < 12 ms. Alternatively
we could also use a completely decentralized clock synchronization protocol and recent pa-
pers have demonstrated sub-millisecond accuracies [45] with extremely small communication
costs and synchronization messages sent only once every 10 seconds. The impact of the clock
synchronization error is that images grabbed at two cameras with the same timestamp may
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not correspond to the same global time. However, we note that with an error of even a few
milli-seconds, a subject could not have moved much in that time.
4.3.2 Results
We perform experiments in two environments: one with a lot of clutter in the background
(this environment is shown in Fig. 4.5) and the other one with a relatively plain background.
Images are sampled by each camera at 25 fps. Thus tf = 40ms. In Table 4.1, we show the
average execution times for the different processing modules in our system. In Table 4.2, we
show the number of frames that are processed per second for detecting frontal faces and side
faces. The frontal face detector is applied on background subtracted regions and sometimes
applied even on spurious blobs detected as the foreground. The side-face detector on the
other hand is applied only on a much smaller region that is corroborated by the frontal face
detecting camera. We note from Table 4.2 that the number of frames processed per second
for detecting frontal and side faces conform to the rates shown in Eq. 4.10 and Eq. 4.11
respectively when accounting for the operating system overhead. For instance in a clear
background we observe that the average value of tff = 81 ms and average value of tsf = 15
ms and accordingly 11 frames can be processed per second for detecting frontal faces and 10
frames can be processed per second for detecting side faces in a clear background.
Operation Time (ms) Time (ms)
(clear) (cluttered)
Image capture and storage 2 2
Background subtraction 2 3
Dilation 2 2
Frontal face detection 75 102
Total tff 81 109
Total tsf 15 15
Table 4.1: Processing times: Multi-view face detection in clear and cluttered background
The actual number of frontal and side faces detected correspond to the output of the
detector itself. The difference between frames processed and faces detected gives a measure
of the false negatives for the respective detectors. In a clear background, the number of
frontal faces detected per second are almost equal to the number of frames processed per
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second. All the frontal faces detected are notified to the other cameras and the number of
side faces detected per second in each camera matches the frontal face detection rate. In a
cluttered background, the number of missed detections for frontal faces are high and yields
a frontal face detection rate of 6 faces per second and as seen in Table 4.2, the side face
detecting cameras are able to match this detection rate.
Rates per second Clear Cluttered
Frontal face processed 11.1 8
Frontal face detected 10.2 6.05
Side-face processed 10 5.5
Side-face detected 9.7 5.2
Table 4.2: Detection rates for frontal and side faces
The number of falsely detected side-faces using our acquisition service were negligible
(close to 1% of the total number of side faces detected in our experiments). By selectively
applying the side-face detector on regions corroborated by the frontal face detecting camera,
we are able to achieve this low false alarm rate. The maximum network delay is observed to
be 50ms, but we note that this only affects the size of Bsf and not the overall face detection
rate. We also note that the required buffering is very low (approximately 10 frames). By
transmitting only the face images, that are on average 60 × 60 pixels in size, we are able
to reduce communication bandwidth by 98% compared with transmitting the entire image
(640×480 pixels) and by 80% when compared with transmitting the background subtracted
image (100 × 200 pixels on average). By performing face detection and simultaneously
estimating the pose, we are also able to reduce significant processing time at the fusion
center for face recognition.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and Future work
5.1 Conclusions
This thesis presented the collaborative multi-view face acquisition service that can be
used to support face recognition system. To evaluate the opportunistic frontal face detection
system, we considered a system with a fixed set of cameras deployed along the sides of a
corridor to acquire face images while people walking through the network in the corridor.
Experiment was conducted with 29 subjects walking through the network in isolation cover-
ing a distance of 35 feet in 7 to 8 seconds. The redundant views offered by different cameras
enable face acquisition even when subjects were walking arbitrarily through the network.
Experimental results show that the system was able to tolerate individual camera failure
and also reduce the bandwidth utilization by transmitting face images only. We also note
the limitations of our current approach. Currently, we utilize only the ARM processor on
the Beagleboard which results in low frame rates. As a result, the system is likely to yield
good performance only when the subjects move slowly across the network. The above prob-
lem can be alleviated by utilizing Beagleboard DSP processor for image processing. The
above system performance relies on frontal face acquired by the system. However, in un-
constrained environments it is not always possible to get high quality face images, in which
case multi pose faces images can be used to yield high recognition rates. To acquire multi
pose images we proposed a new framework for multi-view face acquisition which utilizes
multi-view geometry and inter-camera communication to decrease computation complexity.
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Experimental results show that multi pose face detection rate was approximately equal to
the frontal face detection rate, and face acquisition service was light-weight in terms of pro-
cessing complexity. It has low buffering requirements and is appropriate for implementing
on resource constrained smart camera platforms [27]. It has to be noted that face detec-
tors based on haar-like features are used in the experiments for face detection, instead they
could be replaced with other pose-specific face detectors to enhance the detection speed.
Buffer management scheme is proposed to maintain frame synchronization between cameras
in order to overcome network and camera hardware delays. This approach can be efficiently
utilized when cameras have an overlapping field-of-view and works for fixed cameras only.
5.2 Future work
As a next step, we would like to integrate multi-view face image acquisition framework
with multi pose face recognition techniques [46] to quantify the performance of a face recog-
nition system and would like to evaluate the system performance with multiple subjects in
the network. There has been significant research in image and score level fusion[47, 48], but
these techniques work well for off-line data and we would like to investigate fusion techniques
in dynamic scenarios where data is continuously updated for recognition.
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